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EDITOR’s Message

Greetings From TKS!
As the winter season of festivities, recovery, reflection and preparation sets in, it is yet again time to bid adieu to the 
passing year and greet the new one with renewed fervor and determination.To mark this spirit of growth and learning, 
we are proud to release the Nov-Dec edition of the TKS newsletter 'Kaleidoscope: Hues of Exuberance', which is a 
sincere attempt on our part to capture the glimpses of this year-end and open avenues for even greater creativity and 
vibrancy in the upcoming months.

This year has undoubtedly been one filled with challenges and shortcomings for all. Yet, each one of us has taken these 
troubling times in our stride and adapted to the innovative solutions presented by modern technology. Such resilience 
and perseverance is not only testimony to the strength of humanity, but also an achievement worth celebrating for 
every individual. Hence, we encourage you to learn from the lessons of this year, but to do so with kindness in heart for 
yourself and for those around you.
This edition of our newsletter aims to encapsulate the glimmer of hope in these unprecedented and troubling times. 
Each work of art and writing created by the students, teachers and parents provides a nuance of thought on this 
situation. As you flip through the pages of the newsletter, you will find that every creative endeavor is not merely a 
"good" poem or painting, but by all means, an embodiment of the hope that has guided us through the pandemic. We are 
extremely grateful for all those who submitted their entries for this edition and have helped transform it into a beautiful 
confluence of art, expression and creativity.
We are equally proud of and grateful for the series of school events and competitions that have kept us engaged 
throughout the year and ensured that we never forget the core values of this prestigious institution. And last but never 
the least, we would like to appreciate the students who have brought laurels to the school by nurturing and showcasing 
their talents and filled us all with immense pride to be a Khaitanian.

With that, we wish you a very happy holiday season and hope that you will enjoy reading this newsletter!

Dear all

While every new year presents an opportunity to learn new lessons, 2020 has been a year of thoughtful and much 
needed “Unlearning”. From unlearning rigidity of habit to unlearning ignorance of health, from unlearning heedless 
priorities to unlearning irrational capacities and temptations, 2020 has allowed us to pause, reflect and introspect. We 
are ending this year to colibrate ourselves, as best as we can, for a fresh beginning. To begin a year, is to essentially 
upgrade ourselves, to look straight ahead, ruminating on all we have assimilated.

I take this opportunity to quote Murakami’s famous lines, every word of which rings so true in the present scenario.

“Don’t get impatient. Even if things are so tangled up you can’t do anything, don’t get desperate or blow a fuse and start 
yanking on one particular thread before it’s ready to come undone. You have to realize it is going to be a long process 
and that you’ll work on things slowly, one at a time. Do you think you can do that?”

                – Haruki Murakami, Norwegian Wood.The answer is:

We can. And We will. Like always!

As we hope for a COVID free 2021, we look forward to seeing more smiles and fewer masks, more hugs and   no 
sanitisers other than those on display in the medical kiosks, more celebrations and less isolation. The only workable idea 
is to try to stay afloat even if it means swimming against the current. In this second edition of ours, we venture away 
from a year we failed to befriend. We venture right into another which ought to compensate for all we have lost in the 
previous.

The E-magazine sets sail again. I let every new vessel navigate the waters, despite their choppiness. I never lose sight 
of the vessel, even when the surges ahead are still frightening. In reaching you, this vessel of ours will experience its 
full satisfying course. In reaching you, it will see its grand success. We take one step at a time. This time around, as the 
new year dawns, let's not speak or write platitudes. Let's be realistic and meet life head on. We can do that, can't we?

"For last year's words belong to last year's language, and next year's words await another voice. To make an end is to 
make a beginning."   - T. S. Eliot

Season's greetings and best wishes to one and all!

PRINCIPAL’s Mrs. Rina SinghMessage



A graduate of University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, a trained classical pianist, an avid singer, a technology enthusiast and the 
Vice Chairman of The Khaitan School (Noida), Mr. Vedant Khaitan is honored by AsiaOne Magazine and is going to be 
felicitated with Asiaone Young Asian Entrepreneurs 2020-21 Award.

3rd august 2020 - Mr. Vedant Khaitan, Chairman’s views 
were quoted in Times of India on the matter of fees during 
the pandemic period.

11th August 2020 - his article was featured in Business 
World (Education) on the topic - Future Roadmap of 
Independent Education Institutions After Pandemic

Business View Magazine featured Mr. Khaitan in their 
cover story; “10 Revolutionary Leaders in Education” in 
their October 2020 issue.

16th Nov 2020 - His views were quoted in Times of India 
regarding postponement of board exams in 2021 in view 
of the ongoing pandemic.

The Vice Chairman of TKS Noida, Mr. Vedant Khaitan honored by Asia One Magazine

In the strive towards modernising education through the NEP 
2020 and quality management systems, CBSE recently 
initiated online training sessions for Principals and teachers of 
CBSE a�liated schools. We are proud to inform that Madam 
Principal of The Khaitan School, Mrs. Rina Singh acted as the 
resource person for conducting two such online sessions 
during December for the teaching sta� of CBSE a�liated 
schools. The highly informative sessions were incredibly useful 
for all the educators and Ma’am’s time and dedicated e�orts 
were much appreciated by CoE Noida.

Leading the Educators of Tomorrow!

Mr. Gangesh Khaitan, Chairman, celebrates the Golden Jubilee Year for 
having represented India internationally in golf for 50-years!  This 
achievement of his has been featured in the ‘Limca Book of Records 
(2020)’ for being the only sportsman in India who have played any sport 
for fifty years.  He was featured in the December 2020 issue of ‘GolfPlus’, 
a leading Golf Magazine in our Country. He has also won the all India Senior 
Golf Championship in 2015 and 2019. The Khaitan Fraternity is proud of 
this Avid Golfer and wishes him Good Luck!

An Exemplary Leader



Through the Lens of Music

Sanika Singh - XI E

In this toxic hustle culture of working 
day and night 

Of praising and glamourising the 
workaholic's might 

We, as a generation, are slowly losing 
sight 

Of the little things in life that make 
our days bright. 

Each day, as I awake to the reality of 
this a�air

A hectic, stressful day, with no time 
for self-care 

My sanity is preserved in this 
atmosphere

By the surreal magic of music that 
fills the air. 

As the sun begins to set behind the 
shadows of the day 

I plug in my earphones and hum my 
worries away

Till the storm in my mind has calmed 
down to meditative pray

And all I can feel is the stillness of 
today. 

The world around me melts into 
something much better 

As I choose to get lost in the 
strawberry fields forever 

And the cacophony is silenced to a 
tiny whisper 

Now, inaudible amidst the melody of 
nature. 

So, ignore the noise and set your soul 
free

Enjoy for a moment, the endless sea

Of inspiration and ecstasy

Found in the music within you and 
me.

An activity to foster a sense of gratitude towards Mother Earth was conducted 
in the Primary Department. The students were shown a video on Jadav Payeng, 
the Forest Man of India. The imperative need for caring for one’s environment 
was also discussed with the students.

The power of perseverance in the correct direction was 
illustrated through the story of the Forest Man of India. 
The students pledged to plant at least one tree this year 
to help create a better planet. The session concluded 
with the students composing songs and poems on the 
topic- ‘My Dream Planet’.

A Dream Planet Activity

Peaceful co-existence A child’s dream planet Creative musings

Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection, we can catch excellence.
Craft is one of the academic activities that gives the students creative room to 
build what they imagine. The experience they gain and the skills they develop 
from this is very important for their future.

A virtual best out of waste activity  was held for the students of the Primary 
Department in which the students were required to make the best they could 
using the waste materials available at home.

All the students exhibited good craftsmanship. Each student presented a 
unique design that he/she made with the materials they had such as coconut 
shells, bangles, ice cream sticks, old CDs etc.

Best Out Of Waste Activity

Reduce, reuse, recycle Creativity at its best A proud presentation

A unique and fun-filled TALENT SHOW was organised by The Khaitan School, 
Noida on Children’s Day on the virtual platform. The children, parents and 
teachers witnessed an invigorating afternoon of fun, frolic and joy.The day 
began with an online magic show enthralling the little ones. Action Game, Trea-
sure Hunt and Freeze Dance were the key highlights of the day's event. 

The students sang songs, played melodious tunes on their chosen instruments 
and swayed to the rhythm of their favourite songs. The audience was left 
spell-bound upon seeing the students’ creative expressions. They showcased a 
plethora of talents and within minutes the praises started to pour-in as tins and 
tubs of accolades. Parents witnessed the myriad of performances and applaud-
ed the school's endeavour thoroughly.

Children’s Day Celebration

Children’s Day Celebration Talent Show Creative Expressions

Tamanna Datta - XI E



Walking Alone

Poorva Kaushik - X B

Shrey Kumar - X D

You talk behind my back,

Say that “I'm alone and with a 
hundred strings attached.”                                                                     

In the blink of an eye, 

You change your words, tell me you 
feel sorry

With a fake smile and a sympathetic 
laugh.

I don’t need your worry, Don’t need 
your words                                                 

Don't ask me if I’m okay, don’t ask 
me if it hurts                                                      

Sorry to say, but I know how the 
world works                                  

Yeah I'm all good now, I'm still not 
walking alone

I have my loves by my side and not 
just a text on my phone                                                                                                           

I'm busy working so just get out of 
my comfort zone                         

Say what you wanna say, little 
sticks never broke my bones

Strolling  on the streets with my 
head held high                              

I'm a big bird-not a little butterfly                                                         

No need for a fighter, no need for 
an ally                                                          

‘cause my head is held up high

Yeah I'm all good now, I'm still not 
walking alone                                              

I have my loves by my side and not 
just a text on my phone                                                                                                           

I'm busy working so just get out of 
my comfort zone                             

Say what you wanna say, little 
sticks never broke my bones.

Soaking in the spirit of Christmas, TKS celebrated the festival virtually with much 
enthusiasm and fervour. In the Primary Wing, the class teachers presented various 
engaging slides and videos, making the virtual celebration interactive. The students 
displayed the Christmas spirit by wearing Santa's favourite colours of red and white. 
Furthermore, they learned an important life lesson from an anecdotal snippet on the 
life of Jesus and also joyfully reflected upon the learnings for the day by sharing 
some of the acts of kindness and generosity that they had performed this year. In a 
similar spirit of celebrations, a special christmas assembly was organised across all 
Grades of 6th-12th on 23rd December, 2020. It was presented through a Zoom 
recorded video called ‘Zooming Through Holy & Olive’, in which students across 
grades 6-8 participated with full enthusiasm. Students  thoroughly enjoyed the video 
and applauded the e�orts of all the participants. The Special Christmas Assembly 
Video was indeed a hit with the students!

Making Merry, Virtually

Food has the power to bring people together. This year has taught us that spending 
time with our loved ones is indeed the best form of therapy. 
In an e�ort to spread joy and cheer while helping the students learn in collaboration 
with their fathers, the event- Master Chef of TKS was organised for the students of 
classes I and II. The young chefs, along with 
their fathers, created lip-smacking juices, 
street food and salads on the online platform. 
The students then proudly described the 
dishes that had been lovingly prepared by 
them. It was a fun-filled event that was thor-
oughly enjoyed by all the participants and 
audience.

Master Chef of TKS

Christmas Celebration

Donning the Chef's Cap

Getting in the Festive Spirit Magic of Christmas

Creative Creations

Lakshita Pandey - IX F Aryan Thusso - Prep G Saanvi Singh - IV A Vibhuti Bhargava - V F

Advika Gupta - VII F Pratyusha Das - IXD Abheek Rawat - IV A Vibhuti Bhargava - V F



United

Gauri Pande - X E

Anushka Ghosh - IV A

Dawn

Never ceases to come

For the farmer who

Works on and on

To produce for some

Stranger he’s never known.

Dawn 

Never ceases to come 

For the farmer who

To this community, is sworn 

To serve and protect

And cherish till his last breath.

But dawn 

Seems faraway 

For the farmers who

Look at the starry sky

As the cold, harsh wind

Caresses their faces.

And dawn

Seems faraway 

For the farmers who

See the world

Look at their reality

And yet remain ignorant & unmoved.

Dawn

Comes to men 

As a hundred rays of the sun 

And success

Comes to men 

Together, and not to just one.

Dawn 

Comes to men

After hours of the dark night

And success 

Will come to these farmers 

Who struggle for their rights, 

United.

‘Environmental education provides important opportunities for students to become 
engaged in real world issues that transcend classroom walls.’
Classes 4 and 5, Junior school of The Khaitan School organised a students’ congress 
‘Sangha Chalam’ on 23rd and 24th December. The event was aimed at creating 
awareness about the complex environmental issues confronting our planet. 
The students had in depth discussions of the current environmental issues like over-
population, deforestation, use of fossil fuels and increasing emission of greenhouse 
gases. 
They enthusiastically participated and spoke about their concerns on these major 
issues and also gave suggestions on how we can bring changes at individual and 
community levels.

Sangha Chalam - Students’ Congress

It’s the time of the year 
that brings sorrow and joy 
The time is full of grief 
But its still time to rejoice 
One year ends 
And the other begins 
Some moments become memories 
Some moments are yet to enjoy 
Trees are shedding their leaves 
But flowers are yet to bloom 
Some good and bad days have passed
Some dreams are yet to become true 
A year has passed by 
And a new year is 
at the door to begin 
its journey through ….. 

A New Year

Pranati Malhotra - VII F

I was lost in a book                                            
Then I looked up and down and left and 
right
But the book was nowhere in sight
Nor the bed, table, chair or the lamp 
were in sight

Suddenly some bright spark of light 
shone
And i was encompassed by long tailed 
dragons,
Enchanted butterflies and a big crystal-
line sea
Ah! I entered into the world of my book!

I was filled with felicity,

or scenes,

All of which I was amazed to see

Too soon however, my book was 
completed
A radiant light shone ,
And I was back to my room
With the book closed, my bed, the table 
and the chair
Back into sight.

Lost in A Book

Aiming for a better tomorrow! Our Future-Our Responsibility 

Yashika Maheshwari - VII G
Juhi Gupta - VIII G

Shrey Kumar - X D



The New Year!

Vihaan Dubey - V G

And was totally not like the previous 
ones,

Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic,

Everyone got locked inside their 
homes,

And had just a little fun. 

But now the new year’s coming!

And so is the cure,

So, we’ll be exonerated from our 
houses,

And be elated, by having fun for 
sure.

celebration this time,

Let’s be kind to the needy and poor,

And celebrate the joy with everyone,

For we would not have to be locked 
in our houses anymore.

So let’s all be kind to others this 
time,

And with jubilance shake the 
ground,

Surely, it is rightly said,

What goes around comes around!

Once upon a time, there lived a girl named Jiya. She was very kind-hearted. She 
always helped her classmates and anyone who seemed like they were in trouble.

She loved to go for a walk every morning. Once, on a frosty winter morning, she went 
for her usual walk and on her way, she saw that there was a little dog shivering from 
cold. Jiya felt bad for the little puppy. She went back home and got a blanket to cover 
the little dog. She gave the dog food and water and took great care of him.  One day, 
when Jiya was playing in the garden, she suddenly fell down and got hurt. Seeing her 
in pain, the puppy that she had helped a few weeks ago, ran and got her mother to 
the spot! With immediate first aid, Jiya soon became fine. It is true, acts of kindness 
are never forgotten.

The Value of Kindness

Savi Mehrotra - III C

Agrima Jain - VIII A Advika Gupta - VII F

Advika Gupta - VII F

Parineeta Meena - X E

Shrey Kumar - X D Lavanya Bisht - XI E

Advika Gupta - VII F

Advik Baranawal - Prep H Aarna Sharma - IX D

Aadya Mall - XI E



Half the nation dying for money but 
left mourning,
The other half busy spending their dark 
second earning;
Half the nation carrying out rallies and 
protests,
While the other half busy protecting 
the devils, the rapists
Half the nation trying to spread aware-
ness,
While the other half busy hiding their 
karma in darkness;
Where O where is our country going?
Was dropped into the ocean, or is it 
really drowning?
What kind of a place is this? 
Where nights and days are the same? 
Where all people know, is to create 
di�erences?
Who would realise their duty, their 
responsibility,
Of having a good country?
Who would make successful the idea,
Of bringing back the original India?

Our Nation

Annanya Gera - IX A

The fruit on that miserable tree,
seems to be gold in utter deadly 
& to take that fruit down 
I feel compelled to agree
 But I'm trying my best 
because I know the consequences,
Although it would lead to odd, happy 
appearances... 

I dare not touch the tree of greed ;
As it  promises me happiness ,
because as much as I feel the need of 
that golden fruit,
it would be unfair to take away some-
one else’s reap

& to find the same happiness, and love, 
and a�ection 
but without all the consequences 
I must sow my own 
and harvest it before it turns dark ;
and put my strength into it 
to get in return , pure  Aurum

I must never steal the fruit from some-
one’s tree 
Or else, it would turn out to be poison 
for me

As the sun comes up,
& the fog disappears 
making it clear that I must not take 
away their sheer

Now I would be able to tell the story; 
of how I refused to kneel,
of how I broke the compulsion 
And disagreed upon the unreal.

Gold in utter deadly:
The Poison Tree

Yantisha Gupta - VIII A

God made talents for all,
Some are big, and some are small.
I have got some talent, so have you,
Someone can dance while someone 
can sew.

A variety of talents exist,
A di�erent one for everyone who lives.
Some talents are hidden, but not all,
'Coz the point is that god made talents 
for all.

Writing works for me, but it may not 
work for you,
The same way I can't sing, (yeah that's 
true).
But I still cherish my talent of all,
'Coz the point is that god made talents 
for all.

My talent is my pride,
It’s my sparkle, it’s my shine.
I bring out my talent, I don’t hide,
‘Coz if you hide, it’s not fine.

If you don’t know your talent, search 
hard,
You’ll surely find it, just show some 
regard.
And once you find it, give it a spark,
‘Coz the thing to follow would be 
another benchmark.

God made talents for all,
Some are big, and some are small.
But all are worthy enough to show,
‘Coz if you don’t, how will we know?

God made talents for all

Sukriti Agarwal - VII D

We really have to stop and wonder, 
and finally accept we're doing a blunder
of destroying Earth in all aspects
and making pollution our key asset. 

We cut the trees day and night, 
and don't even think what might
turn out to be the consequences of this
draining out of the creatures their bliss. 

The serious issue is Global Warming, 
hey human, listen! It's a warning! 
wake up before it gets too late
you still can change the planet's fate. 

So let's take a pledge, you and I, 
to save Mother Nature 'n' not say good-
bye
and let's not leave our Earth just to 
perish 
so the future generations can cherish.

A Poem On Pollution

Manya Gupta - IX D

Sumedh Pandey - Prep C Snigdha Chaudhury - X D



Life isn’t perfect
And so not me
But still I hope
That someday I’ll be

Those words said
Break my heart
But somewhere I know
It’s not that hard

I was once rejected
When I was nine
But now I know
It’s perfectly fine

I know it hurts
When someone says “you’re no worth”
But then that gives you
A whole new ray of hope

Successful students never see superi-
ority
As their only prime priority
Being rejected is fine
Just like sole stupidity
Is crossing the line

When you are rejected
Don't think that you are neglected
Let's just say
You are being given a chance
Don't worry, you'll nail it!

They reject you
Because they expect more from you
They reject you
Because they know you can do

I know you can’t be
A dazzling diva
But being all bubbled and boiled up
Would only make you a stuck up

Practice makes a man perfect
Rejection is the key to perfection
So let’s forget, past regrets
And now let’s start
New and fresh

Rejection is the key to
perfection Into the dark void,

Into the unexpected gloom of the over-
joyed,
Stands the biggest enemy of violence,
It is none other than the DEADLY silence.

Look around, there’s no one to help,
Unfortunately, you’re the only one to 
yelp.
You are wrapped up in an envelope of 
gloom,
Far from being enlightened by a bloom.
Open your eyes and see in front of you,
There’s only one to pursue.
There, it stands, the biggest enemy of 
violence,
It is none other than the DEADLY silence. 

It is the friend of the bodies left after a 
war,
The blood is the only thing left for us to 
adore.
It is familiar with the cries and wailing of 
the people,
It lives with the god, in a steeple.
There, it stands the biggest enemy of 
violence,
It is none other than the DEADLY silence.

It is in the gloom of a person,
It is the leftover of an arson.
There, it stands the King of the black-
hole,
In its world, everything is just as black as 
coal.
Be careful, don’t get trapped in its soul,
Its world is as small as a bowl.
It is the biggest enemy of violence,
It is none other than the DEADLY silence.

Its goal is to suck-up all the happiness in 
the world,
It leaves our minds to whirl.
The roads, the malls, the markets are all 
blank,
They’re all dead;
If I were to be frank.
Don’t let it guide you;
You can become a fool,
Don’t let it use you as his tool.
Depression is its other name
Never let it get all the fame,
If we’re together, we can destroy its aim.
There, it stands, the biggest enemy of 
violence,
It is none other than the DEADLY silence.

SILENCE

Juhi Gupta - VIII G

Walking parallel to darkness  
A shadow lurking behind me 
Faces covered in masks  
That's all I could see  
They longed for me
Slowly and steadily  
Fingers reaching for my body  
Found myself in their clutches so tight  
As they dragged, grasped  
I experienced plight 
One by one, Again and again  
They filled their void with pleasure  
Used me, screwed me, 
threw me  And pieces of my world  
untethered  Screamed so loud tonight  
Almost had lost my voice  
I shouted and yelled  
But nobody came to help  
Fighting for my life  
Surviving each breath
They had eyes of lust and greed 
Monsters behind the mask indeed ! 

Masquerade 

Dhwani Mathur - XI E

Madeeha Anwar - VIII A
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Snigdha Choudhury - X D



Beauty does not have a definition, 
You just have to see the person with 
the right vision. Weight is just a 
number, 
Don’t starve yourself just to look 
skinnier. 

Insecurities are made-up, 
You don’t need that make-up. 
Wear clothes that make you feel 
beautiful and comfortable, 
Not what society says is acceptable. 

To all the people out there you are 
extraordinary, 
You are not just beautiful, 
but so much more than that. 
The saying “nobody is perfect” is not 
true. 

We can all be perfect,
if we stop judging and start LOVING  
OURSELVES

Beauty

Yashika Singh - X B

Turbulent thoughts crowd my head
as I look for tranquility but find none.
A thick jungle with roots and vines all 
tangled, 
and no one in proximity, no one
but me.
No one, not even experiences or 
expectations; just me, myself and I
Alone, afraid, alarmed,
in a thick jungle, with trees higher than 
my hopes, and leaves broader than
my vision.
And there is absolutely no one
in this place I have discovered.
No one, not even existence or
time; just me, myself and I,
Thinking, 
And thinking
And thinking.

And I know
which tree has its roots over me, 
which tree has me pinned down to the 
ground, 
and which tree will free me.
But all I can do, 
is watch powerless 
as the drama unfolds
on this stage in this place
I have discovered,
knowing my lines and yet 
not being able to speak them.
And I lie down helpless
and wait for myself to discover me 
again, 
in a better place, in a better way.

The vegetation of my mind

Gauri Pande - X E

I was waiting up there
Wondering whether I could go down-
stairs
Those exhausting exams were over
I thought my life would be simple and 
sober 

But who knew how fast our lives will 
change 
When corona will keep us engaged
It made our ‘home sweet home ’phrase 
reverse
When it gave us its quarantine curse

It turned our lives to hell
When we even stopped hearing our 
deadly door bells
It changed those roads which were 
always filled with honks
It now appears that people have turned 
into monks

It took away the pleasure of Fridays
And the excitement of Mondays
Now it doesn’t matter where on earth 
do you live 
Living in your house is the only thing 
which you can give

It made us realize the true meaning of 
freedom
Which is only realized when something 
is too troublesome 
Now we are living our lives like cave-
men
Except that we have a locked door 
outside our den

The only thing which is keeping us 
alive 
Is something known as positive vibes
I know someday these problems will 
pass
But now let’s say goodbye and relax.

Indelible Memories

Maitreyi Bhuyan - XI C

A weird world we live in-
A world where the farmers,
The ones who feed us, 
Have to protest for their rights
By walking to the capital on feet,
And having to protest for 
many-a-days-and-nights
Just to get a chance to get a say
In the reform that concerns them,
An agricultural reform most farmers 
knew little about,

Hailing from all corners of India,
Uniting to fight for their stand.
Maybe it’s an informational mistake,
But most probably farmer’s livelihoods 
are really at stake,
What is true is something many are not 
sure about
But that farmers’ voice should be 
heard,
Is the one thing I am sure about.

A weird world

Amey Vikrant Shende - X E

Manasvi Singh - IX B

Tamanna Datta - XI E

Tamanna Datta - XI E
Tamanna Datta - XI E



A healthy heart and a healthy mind,
 starts from a powerful bind.
You need will, you need hope,
 that will help you upper your scope.

It will support you lose your weight,
 so don’t wait for the perfect date.
Let’s not crave for our unfit taste,
 it won’t benefit our body to maintain.

Keep in mind you need to be fit, 
and stay up with the same spirit.
Workout daily at least an hour,
 and don’t fiddle with sugar jar.
Make a promise in this hour 
Fitness should be your new avatar 

Fitness

Nimisha Srivastav - IX C

The online classes just started,
 With something new which I darted, 
Our English teacher had changed,
To someone who I didn't know!

With just her name,
I knew - that she wasn't the same,
And when we met in the meet,
She gave us all a good greet!

I went past all my memories,
 Since my brain told me,
Hey you fool! You know her,
The same English teacher in the Quiz 
Club,
That - was - she!

So now you know,
She isn't new
But she can be new - for you!
As that all was from my view.

But you may wait here, 
As I have a thing to share,
So don't go anywhere,
And kindly hear!

She teaches us in such a way,
That we don't get a chance to say,
Ma'am I didn't understand,
What you taught us today!

The poem I'm writing,
Is on the best teacher,
Who had encouraged me,
To write more and more and fill the sea!

So, as you may guess,
Here is the end,
And let me too confess,
Ma'am, you are the best!

Our New English Teacher

Debesh Biswas - VIII C

Out  my walls, there’s a big place
I dream of being in a big train
But if I am there, what will I gain?
So I prefer to be in the rain.

We cry tears when we're in pain
But the clouds cry something pretty 
like the rain.
Rain is precious ,  rain is sweet
The peacocks dance, and birds tweet.

After rain, I’m very sad
No rain means nothing to be glad
But then to myself I just say
I hope it rains a lot today

Then to my surprise a miracle came
Again it beautifully started to rain.
But a shock, It won't  last for long
Even if we sing, a very pretty song

You just have to patiently wait
Till the rain reaches your place
It could be a little late
But for sure it’ll come at your gate

Rain gives us something extremely 
precious
Because of which other planets are 
jealous
Our earth is in great order
Because of something known as water

Would have life existed?
Without this thing I’ve listed?
But I know one thing very insane,
Life is nothing without a little rain.

Rain

Akshata Choudhary - VI F

Charvee Gupta - XI C

Vidit Chouhan - VII D

Harshika Jindal - XI A

Vidit Chouhan - VII D

Vidit Chouhan - VII D Tanisha Sahoo - XI A



The corresponding angles
Wherever I see them
Are so similar, hence

What a pair they are
Who look like neighbours
Live like brothers
But always stare at each other!

But the twin angles,
Angry from each other
Face opposite to one another
And in the large cross, they gather.

Being parts of the big 1800
These angles are like foes
Standing back to back,
They look like bros!

Far away friends
They head North and South
They are called Alternate exteriors
With their brothers – The interiors.

Angles

Debesh Biswas - VIII C

Christmas is fun,
It brings joy 
And happiness to everyone!

Enjoy the day to the fullest,
Celebrate it the best.
Receive the exciting gifts,
All those, for which you have wished!

Be the best version of yourself the 
whole year,
Be clear with the choice of your gift 
when the day is near.
Eat all the tasty food,
With a fresh and a positive mood!

Christmas Cheer

Nirvani Dwivedi  - IV A

Online school classes are like a blessing
in this corona time
A wonderful idea to create a joyful 
routine.
I really admire my school’s virtual teach-
ing style 
Not letting us feel that we are all alone.

Digital Classes are giving us immense 
zing,
Even in this isolation, studies are in full 
swing.
Being with friends during online classes 
is such fun
Waking up each morning with a laptop 
and new zeal

Making us all, as fresh as daisies
Brushing up our skills, has really 
become easy
Starting a new session in such a unique 
style 
Really gives me a huge smile.

Online Classes

Adhya Sharma - III H

Vaanya Khandelwal - Prep H Vidit Chouhan - VII D

Jaanvi Sood - VII E

Shashwat Srivastava - IX D

Ashita Arya - XI D

Atulya - VIII C

Delisha Lamba - IX F

Atulya - VIII C



The dawn of the new year 2020 has been the outbreak of a global pandemic. Undoubtedly, the pandemic has brought many 
challenges before us. From learning the ropes of online teaching to adjusting to the new normal, life seemed extremely 
uncomfortable. However, I’d like to bring to light the silver lining in the situation.
The lockdown had brought families closer. Though, the workload at home has increased, all members have come forward to 
share the load. Cooking has emerged as an essential life-skill that everyone should possess. Now, I can proudly boast that my 
husband helps out with kitchen work as well! He discovered new recipes each day during lockdown, even though the kitchen 
resembled a warzone after each of his experiments.
This also proved to be an opportunity for everyone to slow down and go back to their roots. Time spent in self-reflection and 
self-care proved to be therapeutic for one and all. The pandemic taught the world an important lesson- one based on togeth-
erness and unity.

A Positive Perspective

Ms. Seema Sinha (PRT)

Dear 2020,
You have halted the world today,
You have Altered and Faltered our Existences,
You have made possible the rat-raced World
Stand still for days,
Yet I thank you for,
What you have given.

This did not stop me as a Teacher and the other Teachers who have always 
been passionate about teaching to continue with their passion. What I enjoy 
the most about this profession is the positivity and smiles that the little ones 
enrich us with. Stepping into TKS every morning is a rejuvenating experience. 

The COVID-19 pandemic forced us to switch to the online mode of teaching and 
learning. In the beginning, I was a little apprehensive, as I could not imagine the 
classroom experience without meeting the children , giving them hugs, and 
listening to their never  ending stories. But in the past eight months, my 
students have helped me learn, grow and adapt to this new way of teaching. Be 
it their minute observations and reflections from the stories that we share with 
them every day, or their incorporation of words like ‘audible’ or ‘mute’ in their 
vocabulary – they constantly surprise me, and motivate me to learn from these 
challenges. Everybody holds the opinion that it is the teacher that enlightens 
children, but I truly believe that it is often us teachers who are exposed to 
newer perspectives thanks to our students.

The Silver Lining

Sushmita Roy Chowdhury - Pre-Primary

We have all heard the famous quote- ‘Necessity is the mother of invention.’
This quote never sounded truer than it does in these unprecedented times. Being an ardent believer in interactive in-person 
teaching modalities, the idea of conducting classes through the online mode sounded outlandish to begin with. It didn’t seem 
plausible that an online class would be able to replicate the rapport created in a live class or the interaction that takes place 
between the learners and the facilitator.
As I begrudgingly gave in to the need for online teaching, the experience turned out to be a pleasant surprise. As soon as I 
met the students in a video chat, I felt all barriers instantly melt away. Their bright smiles greeted me and the day’s lessons 
began. In the short span of a week, the learners as well as the facilitators got comfortable with the technical nuances of the 
process. Activities like flip-teaching, show and tell, group discussions and pop-quizzes started being conducted just as 
smoothly as they were conducted in real-time classrooms. 
The success of the online teaching process is largely attributed to the management’s prompt response towards tackling the 
problem as it arose. The teachers were given ample opportunities to familiarize themselves with the technological demands. 
Numerous in-service training sessions were organized to ensure that the online model of teaching would be successful. The 
teachers too, gave it their best to ensure that the students would feel as stimulated and engrossed as they do in real-time 
classrooms. Lastly, the parents helped make it a success through their constant support and cooperation. As it is with any 
venture, this too was a success because the whole team worked together to make it a success. It is rightly said- teamwork 
makes the dream work.

Online Teaching- A Pleasant Surprise

Mrs. Pallavi Jha - PRT English

Ms. Vandana Datta - HOD ARTS

Ms. Vandana Datta - HOD ARTS



Quarantine-evenings are when time moves slow. Especially the minutes 
between clear light and the gradual coming of the purply dusk, are at once 
sad, yet pleasant. One such evening was spent on my terrace, in a 
tete-a-tete with a tender sapling, just sprouting out from a concrete wall 
and looking magnificently promising. I wished to take a snap of the darling 
little green, but couldn’t, because I hadn’t my phone on me then. Perfect in 
a way- I mumbled to myself. Should I have disturbed the privacy of the life 
there by capturing its image without its consent? How could I ever make 
it/him/her understand that these days, seeing through the cam-lens has 
become more important than taking it all in, sight and ambience, just like 
that-through our naked eyes! 

My knowledge of plant species is zilch. Hence, I asked myself a series of 
innocent questions- 
Is this really a plant?
Do they grow on their own?
How do they get the water they need because they’re rooted in a solid wall?
Is it ‘that’ water that the brick-layers had poured in generous measures 
when raising the wall, that they survive on?
Has it chosen its spot of growth?
Is this an ordinary green thing or some special, symbolic presence, meant to 
impart a lesson or two?
Is this a mark of the present times of chaos and confusion?
Or is it a projection into the future of possible vitality, amidst all the chaos?
Does it whisper into the seemingly deaf ears of the tired world some 
cautionary words like- Notwithstanding the onslaught of the most insidious 
virus, life will go on. Life will in fact come wriggling out through the cracks 
and fissures and crevices whenever possible, whichever way possible. 
There is no defeating life. Let the virus enjoy its very temporary reign now. 

Ujjaini Roy - T.G.T English

Quarantine-Evening Ruminations

Ms. Tuhina Rathi - TGT English Ms. Pallavi Tyagi - PRT English Ms. Supriya Goyal - PRT English Ms. Shailaja Murlidhar - TGT English

Ms. Vandana Datta - HOD ARTS

Ms. Tuhina Rathi - TGT English

Ms. Tuhina Rathi - TGT English
PRT Hindi



One day, an unsolicited guest showed up
He was unavoidable and the world 
shook up.
With his crown-like structure, he became 
talk of the town,
Alas! created a nation-wide lockdown.

My lovely dream for the 1st day in 
school;
Turned into a confined corner with 
laptop as a quick tool.
But the liveliness of digital class, the 
sagas of interaction,
Everything just lit up my small mansion.

From playgrounds to chair; wandering 
just here and there;
I now wish to fly and hope that unwant-
ed guest would disappear.
My teachers give me courage and make 
me always cheer,
One day I’ll meet the school, from virtual 
to real.

Yes, eagerly! One day, I’ll run and play, 
dance and twirl,
Indeed, I’ll meet my friends and teachers 
I love so much

A Heartfelt Saga of
School Kid

Parent of Amayra - Nur J At the outset, I would like to congratulate my young rock stars for coming out as 
winners in these unprecedented circumstances. It was an unusual year which 
challenged established learning practices, and opened doors to a plethora of inno-
vation and experimentation. It enhanced your creativity, and critical thinking as you 
acquired new skills with your teachers and parents. You learnt to assume responsi-
bility and be honest, not only for classes and studies, but also screen time usage. 
Spare-time is the greatest luxury granted to us in lieu of this pandemic. Therefore, 
we should utilise it by developing hobbies. What raises our spirits more like music 
and dance. Do anything that you enjoy and always be positive and upbeat. Thank 
you so much dear teachers for being pillars of strength for children in this stressful 
time. Change is the only constant in life. Soon, this pandemic will be just a memory, 
and you will only remember the fun you had with your family and friends. 
Rock on!

A Letter Filled With Hope

Parent of Sachit Singh - III B

Parent of Akshaj Bhardwaj - Prep G

Grandmother of Himali - Nur F

Advika Gupta - VII FAadya Mall - XI E

Beyond the sea of cries and fear,
Dazzling through the clouds of despair
The star of hope whispers in my ear
“Burdened down by the passing year,

Yet smiling like a shining flare,
You got through it with strength and 
prayer.
Feeling like a trembling hare,
When hope seems to disappear,
Mark my words, on God I swear,
‘This too shall pass’ my dear.
Keep your spirits up in air,
And fill the skies with love and care!!”

2020 : A Journey of Faith

Parent of HarleenKaur

Harshika Jindal - XI A

Last week, I met Ashish during a Uber ride. He was the cab driver. I knew Ashish. 
He used to clean my car till 6 months back. He was a young lad who had come to 
Delhi with his father about a year ago. Ashish’s father belonged to a primitive 
tribal community of a backward village in Bihar. He was very shy and had never 
been to a school as there was none in his village. Things like smartphones or cars 
were fantasy for him. When he came to Delhi, it was a completely new world for 

amazed. Hands skilfully maneuvering the steering wheel, eyes reading the direc-

had transformed himself. He upgraded his skills to become a Uber driver as for him 
I am sure this wouldn’t have been easy.

I couldn’t resist myself to ask him, “how?”. “Sir, it was the only way I could have 
survived in the city”, he replied. His intrigued reply ignited a spark in me and 
brought a smile to my face.

A Secret for An Uber Future



Ten years ago I couldn’t have imagined driving a cab in Delhi being so easy. An idea like hiring a cab on-the-fly was never a 
viable option before the launch of these mobile apps such as Uber. The reason Uber has become so successful is the advance-
ment in technology. Because of the technology Uber rides are optimized i.e. more rides at less expense and time. And hence, 
cabs on the streets and jobs like Uber drivers exist so that people like Ashish can survive and grow.

But for how long? 

Sooner or later, Artificial Intelligence technology-powered machines will replace humans and increase the unemployment rate 
many folds bringing people like Ashish on the road again. I’m talking about self-driving cars. Maybe the future looks distant, as 
for now we only hear about crashes. However, scientifically speaking - there is no better way to learn and perfect a machine 
than failures. Each of these crashes is generating a tremendous amount of data to rapidly improve driverless cars. Driverless 
cabs will further optimize the Uber rides and significantly reduce the cost. But it will also make hundred thousand taxi drivers 
jobless in Delhi alone. 

In the hindsight, isn’t the whole purpose of technology evolution is to bring a 

change? From the Agriculture age to today’s Information age, we have evolved 
due to the evolution of technology. The hope is that as we will go far beyond the 

reduce the number of jobs in the human labor class. But this migration will be to 
move humans at the bottom of the pyramid towards the top. Advancements in 
technology will lead to the creation of many more new layers of jobs that did not 
exist before and will divert humans towards a more fulfilling work environment. 
However, the skills that would be required for the jobs of the future will be 

For better or for worse the change is imminent. And I’m with those who believe 
that Artificial Intelligence will replace humans, but I believe, the change will be 
for good. My belief is for the reason that we, humans, are special. We can survive 
and not only survive, but win any battle, because like Ashish, we know how to 
upgrade ourselves.

To stay relevant and achieve a sanguine future, the only way out is to constantly 
evolve and learn new skills. And this applies to all, ‘If you are willing to learn, no 
one can stop you; If not, no one can help.’ 

Parent of Sanskriti Garg - Prep A

It was March 15, 2020. I was super excited that my three-and-a-half-year-old will be joining his Nursery class in the new school, 
The Khaitan School. I was preparing my son, mentally, for his first day in the new school when the Covid-19 lockdown 
happened. 

Things were uncertain. Personally, I did not understand the gravity of the situation. I was positive that the things will be 
controlled soon. But who knew.

And then, my son’s school announced the beginning of their online classes. Woah! Screen-based, hours-long learning for a nurs-
ery kid, where they have to be seated in front of the device, gazing at the motion picture and listening to the teachers at the 
same time. Is this even possible? I doubted.

But I was proved wrong, by my kid, his teachers, his classmates, his classmates’ parents, and everybody else who is a part of 
learning in this new normal world. The struggles were real, for each one of us; it was hard to keep little restless kids settled in 
their online classes, juggle between the online sessions for two kids, teachers were trying to connect with each child on the 
personal level and simultaneously, managing classes of their little ones, school management was trying to provide learning 
that marks their quality standards, some teachers struggled to understand the digital platform and the list goes on and on.

After some initial disagreements and minor setbacks as parents, here we are – while entering into the 9th month of uninterrupt-
ed online classes, our kids now have a greater IQ than before, they have a disciplined morning schedule, they are sharing 
healthy eating habits, they have acquired better articulating skills, parents have learned teaching skills by being part of the 
classes and most importantly, the spirit of education is preserved during these perplexing times. And this was made possible 
since each one us denied to “STOP” and “QUIT”. We have shown ultimate strength, patience, unity and understanding when it 
comes to imparting the rightful education to our tiny tots. 

A big salute to The Khaitan school, its teachers, helpers and all the parents for turning this abnormal time into a new normal. 

Covid-19 Diaries – My Nursery Kid in this New Normal

Parent of Samarth Gautam - Nur A

Parent of Samrudhi Praveen Shirke - X E



Saana Gupta - VI D

“A great book should leave you with many experiences, and slightly exhausted at the end. You live several lives while 
reading.”

Reading is a task that is done through your heart and not just your eyes. One feels the characters of the particular story. 
That’s the only way you can feel the real essence of the book. 

But as everyone says, knowledge shouldn’t be confined to just oneself. It should be spread to the whole of humanity!

Recently, Saana Gupta of grade VI D, has developed a hobby of writing reviews for books in her leisure time. Reviews for all 
those interesting and fascinating books which should be read by all. TKS takes immense pride in sharing that some of her 
reviews have also been published in the newspaper, ‘The Little Scoop.’

Competitions play an important role in motivating children 
to show their hidden talents. Our little ones of Pre- Primary 
won laurels by participating in competitions held outside 
TKS. We are really proud of them.

Umika Saxena of Prep E won the first position in Interschool 
dance competition held at Manav Rachna International 
School under the age group of 4-5yrs.

Viraj Bathla of NurD won the third position in National Level 

Diya Decoration Diwali online contest conducted by Kiddos.

Viraj Bathla - Nursery DUmika Saxena - Prep E

Vidit Chouhan - VII D

Manasvi Singh - IX B

Interact club members of The Khaitan School had participated in the Swadheen 
3.0 competition of best out of waste which was held on 15th August, 2020. It was 
organised by the Rotaract club of Sri Aurobindo college. There were 54 attendees 
out of which Tamanna Datta bagged the 1st position in the competition and
received an E Certificate 
for the same. Her best 
out of waste was also 
shared and appreciated 
on the social media 
(instagram handle of 
the rotary club of Sri 
Aurobindo college.)

Best Out of Waste Competition

Accomplishments to be proud of!



Noida Animal Shelter and Hospital, managed by the Dhyan Foundation under the 
aegis of Noida Authority houses close to 1300 animals – cows, bulls, donkeys, 
monkeys, dogs, cats, birds, pigs, sheep, peacock and owls – at any given time. 
Here treatment to stray/free-living animals and community animals is given free 
of charge and low-cost life-saving vaccines are administered to all community 
animals. One of the projects that they were keen on getting funding for is 
building working toilets at the shelter. 

Interact Club members of The Khaitan School wholeheartedly participated in 
raising funds for the Animal Shelter Home and collected a sum of 9500/- for the
upliftment of the infrastructure of the 
organization.

The e�ort was much appreciated and an 
Appreciation certificate was awarded to 
the school. A  signed certificate would be 
displayed near the entrance of the 
shelter.

Interact Club extends monetary help to Noida Animal
Shelter and Hospital, Noida

Rotary International District 3012 announced its first edition of the 
DIPLOMACIA 3012 Model United Nations, a MUN that provided an opportunity 
to experience the world-class debating with delegates from all over the world. 

Date: 5th and 6th December 2020
Venue: online platform, zoom meet

Many students participated in this DIPLOMACIA, in various committees like 
United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC), All India Political Parties Meet 
(AIPM), United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), International Press (IP), 
Midnight Crises Committee (MCC), United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP).

Tanush Prabhakar of IX-C participated in the Midnight Crises Committee (MCC) 
and got an award as a special mention with the portfolio as the Minister of 
Defence, India and was felicitated with a certificate as well!  Kudos to Tanush!

Tanush Brings Laurel to School Identified by Rotary 
Interact Club District

Certificate of Appreciation

A Leadership Conclave webinar is in the pipeline. January 2021, 14th to 23rd will 
be the stretch of time during which TKS is all set to host this event that has been 
named Cusp: Into a Brave New World. Four outstanding pioneers have been 
invited to grace this event on four di�erent days, to o�er their valuable guidance 
to our young leaders of tomorrow, our learners, who need to perceive the 
changing world with some realigning and resetting of the mind's frame. A free 
flow of dialogue, in the form of candid conversations with the invited stalwarts
is envisaged to make a huge 
di�erence, especially at this hour 
when we are limping back to not just 
a normal life, but what we have been 
calling it, 'the new normal'. The 
Conclave will be thrown open to a big 
number of viewers and is sure to help 
us garner the strength we all need in 
times such as these.

Future-Ready



Keeping in mind the principles of holistic education and learning through 
application, the political science students of class 11 D and E recently 
organized class elections to put their knowledge of the election process to 
practice. The elections were conducted as per proper norms and procedures 
under the able guidance of the Political Science teacher, Ms. Geetanjali Sharma. 
Three student parties namely, 'The Liberal Students Union', 'The 
Revolutionary Khaitanians' and 'The League of Dynamite', presented 
innovative manifestos that tackled the various issues faced by the student 
community with unique solutions. These were forwarded to the management 
and thus, helped voice the student opinions. Further, an election commission 
was set up amongst the students to ensure and supervise the smooth 
functioning of the election process. The remaining students of the class were 
divided into 4 constituencies and voted by entering their code given on the 
E-election card issued by EC. The concerned subject teachers of the sections 
participated in the voting process as well. Overall, it was a fun and engaging 
learning experience for everyone.

Bringing Democracy to the Classroom

“Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sought for with ardor and attended to with diligence”.    - Abigail Adams

Education has no boundaries and learning can be done under any circumstances if there is the sheer will to do so. Various 
measures have been taken by the school during these trying times to provide a positive learning environment and enhance 
the teaching learning process. Another initiative conducive to increasing the achievement of excellence in students is through 
the introduction of Study Circles.
The teachers at TKS have gone the extra mile and made the 
transition from the smartboards to online classes so that 
students do 
this direction is the introduction of these  ingenious Study Circle 
sessions for the benefit of our student community.

These classes cater to students who wish to clear their doubts, 
get additional clarity or simply recapitulate a particular topic. 
The study circles take up topics taught during regular online 
classes and thus enhance the quality of students’ 
understanding. The classes have been well received and 

Study Circles



In yet another step by the school management towards nurturing the leaders of 
tomorrow, this year has been marked by a much-needed shift of the student 
council from a passive body to an active one. This new endeavor of TKS has 
provided the students a platform to voice their opinions and to make these 
opinions matter by presenting them directly to the management for further 
action. Through a series of feedback sessions, regular council meetings and 
interactions with the Principal, the students have been able to present novel 
ideas relating to academics, co-curricular activities and their general well-being. 
Keeping in mind the spirit of giving back during the holiday season, one of the 
first projects to be taken up by the student council has been a charity fundraiser, 
the proceeds of which have been donated to a government-run old age home in 
UP. Many more such fruitful student-led projects are currently in the works. Thus, 
the student council has now been empowered to initiate change in the school like 
never before. It is our firm belief that such opportunities will facilitate the 
students to become critical thinkers and make them truly responsible citizens of 
tomorrow. 

Empowering Young Student Leaders

• Who is the youngest Nobel prize winner from India?

   -  Abhijeet Banerjee

• When is Biodiversity day celebrated?

   -  29th December

• Which country is known as the Land of Golden fibre?

   -  Bangladesh

• Which is the largest flower of the world?

   -  Ra�esia

• Which continent is known as the Dark continent?

   -  Africa

• Which is the largest island in the world?

   -  Greenland

• Which is India’s first super computer?

   -  Param8000

• What is the full form of DRDO?

   -  Defense research and development organisation

• Who is the writer of Three Musketeers?

   -   Alexander Dumas

• The Sydney Morning Herald is the newspaper of which country?

   -   Australia

GK is Fun!

Atulya - VIII C

appreciated by the students as well as the parents as these 
classes have helped the students to gain a better 
understanding of certain concepts and topics. 

Study circles have immensely helped students to not only 

procure tremendous knowledge but also to clear all their 

queries. Concurrently, the teachers have endeavored a lot to 
make these supplementary classes more engrossing and 
engaging.



Season’s Greetings!

As we say goodbye to 2020, I am sure all of us are eager to welcome better days in 2021. A tiny little virus has ensured that 
our lifestyles have drastically changed at least temporarily, if not permanently. Let’s hope for the vaccine to work and the new 
year brings a lot more cheer.

The school witnessed a busy schedule, albeit virtually, from October to the end of December.  As you browse through this 
second edition of the E-Newsletter, you will witness the events that had happened. The online classes were in full swing and 
so were the assessments. The pandemic could not put us down as we constantly evolved and adapted to the changing times. 
Our Board classes had their first pre-board examinations and are gearing up for the second one in January. 

As we are approaching the much-needed winter break, I would like to throw some light on two exciting things in store for us. 
The dedicated students of TKS have initiated a student-led fundraising campaign to donate blankets to an old age home. It is 
amazing to see how they coordinated the campaign and it stands as a tall testimony of the socially responsible empathetic 
students of The Khaitan School. Please help these good samaritans with your generous contributions. The second thing is 
even more exhilarating. As you are aware, TKS is celebrating it’s 25 glorious years of its existence. As part of the celebration, 
we have organised a Leadership Conclave in the month of January 2021. Dr Shashi Tharoor has kindly consented to be the 
Keynote speaker. The details of the same will be shared shortly.

Once again I wish you a very happy new year!

Best wishes

New Year Wishes by Mr. Sajeev Philip, HOSS

Mr. Sajeev Philip
Head of Senior School

Dear Parents, students and well wishers,

As we sit on the cusp of the winter break,we are glad to have gone past the pandemic year with the entire student,teaching 
and parent community safe and healthy.

Christmas will be less social,more family oriented, less focussed on materialistic things but filled with peace and hope for a 
brighter future.Let us continue our journey forward with hope and goodness in our hearts and celebrate the birth of Jesus who 
epitomised love and forgiveness.

Let us walk together into the new year, as a hope filled community,and find goodwill,good health and good cheer for all of us 
in the coming year.

Warm wishes

New Year Wishes by Mrs. Seema Khurana, HOJS

Mrs. Seema Khurana
Head of Junior School

Warm Greetings!

In the words of Mother Teresa, "Not all of us can do great 
things. But we can do small things with great love."

With the holiday season right around the corner it is the time 

of celebrations, joy and peace for all. Indeed, there is no better 
way to celebrate the holiday season, than to give back to the 
community and help out the people in need. Keeping this spirit 
of charity in mind, the student council of The Khaitan School, 
Noida is proud to organize a fundraiser and would like to 
invite you to kindly contriubute for the same.

The proceeds of the fundraiser will go to a government-run 
old age home based in Dankaur, Uttar Pradesh. The

Samaritan Service



Vridhasharam is in immense need of donations and your contributions can deliver the Asharam with blankets, heaters, TVs, 
geysers, etc. We sincerely hope that you will donate for our fundraiser so as to bring smiles to the faces of the 80 senior 
citizens currently residing there. 

To donate, kindly follow the NEFT (Net Banking) link mentioned below-

 https://pages.razorpay.com/tksnoidadonation 

       •  The first phase of the donations is already over. However, the second phase will continue till 20 January, 2021. 

the life of someone in need!

For further information, please refer to the circular uploaded on the parent's portal. For any queries, kindly contact-

+91 85060 97979 / 98402 96788

Looking forward to a wonderful charitable event! 

Best Regards

Books
1. The Very Hungry Caterpillar by 
     Eric Carle

2. The Cat In The Hat by Dr. Seuss

3. Grandma’s Bag of Stories by
      Sudha Murthy

4. Ten in The Bed by Penny Dale

5. Browny Bear Loves Watching T.V.

Movies
1. Sound of Music

2. Finding Nemo

3. 101 Dalmatians

4. Home Alone

5. The Many  
     Adventures of 
     Winnie the Pooh

For Pre Primary Wing

Book & Movie Recommendations

Books
1. Matilda by Roald Dahl

2. Grandma’s Bag of Stories by Sudha
      Murthy

3. Journey to the Center of the Earth by
      Jules Verne

4. Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's
      Stone by J. K. Rowling

Movies
1. Home Alone             4. Mary Poppins

2. Frozen             5. Toy Story 1, 2,

3. Finding Nemo    3 and 4

For Primary Wing
Books
1. The Bird With Golden Wings

2. Wings of Fire

3. The Time Machine

4. The Big Book of Mysteries

5. The Palace of Illusions 

Movies
1. Up

2. Ralph Breaks The Internet

3. High School Musical

4. Descendents

5. The Angry Birds Movie

For Middle Wing

Books
1. The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho 

2. Perks of being a wallflower by      

    Stephen Chbosky

3. The Shadow Lines by Amitav Ghosh 

4. Shiva Trilogy by Amish Tripathi

5. Interpreter of Maladies (9 short stories) 
    by Jhumpa Lahiri

Movies
1. The Pianist  4. Freaky Friday

2. Newton  5. Jojo Rabbit

3. 12 years a slave

For Senior Wing

Vice Head Girl - Sanika Singh
Vice Head Boy - Jaiaditya Mathur
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